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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We call this

 2   meeting of the Water Planning Council to order.

 3   The first order of businesses is the approval of

 4   the April 3rd transcript, which I know has been

 5   e-mailed.

 6                  Thank you, Rob.

 7                  Motion to approve?

 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Second.

 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and

10   seconded that the transcript of the April 3rd

11   meeting be approved.  Questions?

12

13                     (No response.)

14

15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, all those in

16   favor signify by saying, aye.

17                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcript is

19   approved.

20                  Correspondence received, I have

21   none, but we'll get down to the Tilcon report

22   later on when we talk about that, but let's get an

23   update on the state water plan.  As you all know,

24   the Water Planning Council was at the State

25   Capitol on April 17th and we made a presentation
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 1   to the committees of cognizance over the state

 2   water plan.

 3                  We were there, you know, Dave,

 4   Gloria and I, and Denise were there.  And we had

 5   about two hours of public comment and question and

 6   answer with the committees themselves, and we

 7   stayed until the end to hear public comment.  It

 8   was a very productive afternoon, I thought.

 9                  And right now we're waiting for the

10   committees to take action on the plan, and we have

11   fulfilled our statutory responsibility and we'll

12   see what happens.  A week from today the session

13   will be ended.  So hopefully within the next seven

14   days they'll be taking action on that.

15                  Who's on the phone with us, please?

16    Who's joining us on the phone?

17                  ELAINE SISTARE:  Good afternoon,

18   jack.  It's Elaine Sistare, CDM Smith.  How are

19   you?

20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hi, Elaine.

21                  DAVID MURPHY:  David Murphy.  Hi.

22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hi, David.  Anybody

23   else?

24                  (No response.)

25
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Does anybody have

 2   anything else to add?  Anything else to add,

 3   Betsey?

 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  No.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Water Planning

 6   Council advisory group report, nominating

 7   committee update and state water plan

 8   implementation.  Good afternoon.

 9                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.  We have a very

10   short report because it became clear we weren't

11   going to have a good turnout for the April 17th

12   meeting.  So we ended up canceling.

13                  But we do have our nominating

14   committee assembled.  They're going to meet, I

15   believe, on the 22nd.  They have their first

16   meeting.  And as far as implementation workgroup,

17   or the ad hoc planning committee to help define

18   that group, we have got about nine or ten

19   volunteers to participate.  And we're just waiting

20   for the dust to settle a little bit on the state

21   water plan before having our first meeting.

22                  And that's really all that's going

23   on.

24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret, do you

25   have anything to add?
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 1                  MARGARET MINOR:  Do you want

 2   comments on the water plan, or legislation later?

 3   That's not part of the advisory group.  So I can

 4   comment later on the public comment.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That's fine.

 6                  MARGARET MINOR:  I'm finishing my

 7   biscuit here.  Very hungry.

 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If there's

 9   nothing else on Water Planning Council, move onto

10   new business.  Any funding update?

11                  DAVID KALAFA:  No.

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Legislative update,

13   Lori do you want to talk about those bills?

14                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Well, Bill

15   5151 which is the bill to require small community

16   water systems to have an asset management plan, a

17   fiscal plan hydro tank assessment and a revision

18   as far as civil penalties law, I believe is moving

19   forward.

20                  Bill 5154, if people haven't seen

21   the language, it's talking about adoption of a

22   comprehensive state drought plan.  So there's some

23   new language there.

24                  And that's all I have to say.

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  David, any
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 1   legislative matters?

 2                  DAVID KALAFA:  No.

 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Under old business,

 4   the water engineering report, and comments

 5   regarding the environmental study, change of use

 6   of the New Britain Company land.

 7                  We are compiling comments on that.

 8   It was received on the 27th of February, so we

 9   have until the end of May.  But Dave do you want

10   to make a few comments on that?  I know that we're

11   coordinating that through OPM.

12                  DAVID KALAFA:  Yeah.  In fact, I

13   want to thank Bruce.  He's been diligently working

14   with all the agencies on the Council to pull

15   together and meld comments.

16                  Just that we're in the process of

17   doing that.  And so at this point we don't have

18   Water Planning Council comments to send to the

19   City of New Britain -- or shared it with anyone.

20   As soon as we do, we will do both.

21                  So we'll continue to work on them

22   and get them done before the end of May.

23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And there will be a

24   special meeting of the Water Planning Council, a

25   site visit on May 8th.  And that's going to be at
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 1   ten o'clock.  And expect two and half hours of a

 2   walk, so bring your hiking shoes.  I know I cannot

 3   attend -- and I think you cannot attend.  It's the

 4   last day of --

 5                  DAVID KALAFA:  I probably won't be

 6   able to attend.

 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  It's a busy, busy

 8   time for you.

 9                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And I will not

10   be able to attend, either.

11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So we don't

12   have to worry about a quorum.

13                  LORI MATHIEU:  I plan to be there.

14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Make sure you wear

15   your boots.

16                  LORI MATHIEU:  I want to wear my

17   high heels.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  High heels?  Okay.

19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Myself, and I think

20   Eric McPhee from my staff plan to attend.

21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And I know Gail,

22   you're going.  Right?

23                  GAIL LUCCINA:  Yes.

24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good.

25                  DAVID KALAFA:  I just would like a
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 1   picture of Lori in her high heels out there on the

 2   trail.

 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Please?

 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And DEEP will

 5   have staff there also.

 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  And thank New

 7   Britain for working with us to get this

 8   coordinated.  We were going to go the week before

 9   last, but then of course we have the heavy rains.

10   So we had to postpone it.  And so now we've got

11   this schedule.

12                  So the WUCC update?

13                  LORI MATHIEU:  So the WUCC

14   continues on.  The public comment period for the

15   executive summary and integrated report is -- was

16   closed.  The consultants Milone & MacBroom are

17   working on revisions and, you know, addressing

18   comments.

19                  And WUCC meetings are in May, and I

20   think -- I know that David, you're going to be in

21   the audience.  So is this the last set of normal

22   WUCC meetings coming up in May?

23                  DAVID RADKA:  It will be yes, the

24   last meeting.

25                  DAVID MURPHY:  Well, I don't know
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 1   about normal.

 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  David Radka and

 3   David Murphy.

 4                  Go ahead, David Murphy.

 5                  DAVID MURPHY:  The last set, the

 6   consultants is what this set is.

 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  Oh, you think you're

 8   done.  Huh?

 9                  Hmm.  Anyway.  Anyway, yeah.  So

10   that is coming to a close.  We convened the WUCC

11   two years ago on June 16th of 2016.  So it's a

12   two-year process producing four docket documents

13   for each one of the three WUCC areas.

14                  And so the WUCC meetings will

15   continue, and we will be working toward a combined

16   statewide plan that will pull together all of the

17   major concepts and recommendations from each one

18   of the three regions.  So that's the next effort

19   moving forward.

20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Any questions for

21   Lori?

22

23                  (No response.)

24

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Now we will move
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 1   onto public comment.

 2                  We may be making history today, but

 3   go ahead.  Margaret, you wanted to give some

 4   public comment?

 5                  MARGARET MINOR:  Yeah.  Well, first

 6   of all Lori's things, 5151 did seem to get a

 7   little clearer, although I still find it

 8   confusing.  That's the small systems, but if

 9   everybody is satisfied with it, we just thought it

10   was, you know, we talked.

11                  The drought bill, you just said it

12   had some language.  What I heard, the report I got

13   was that it was weakened, and it was weakened by

14   removing some kind of reference to having uniform,

15   or mutually consistent or standard.  And I don't

16   know if it was triggers, or whatever.

17                  Do you have the new language?

18                  LORI MATHIEU:  Don't read the notes

19   there.

20                  MARGARET MINOR:  Okay.  Redacted.

21                  I can't read under my hand.  So

22   what is the new language?  Initiating?

23                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think so.  I'm not

24   up on the last version.  I don't know.

25                  MARGARET MINOR:  Okay.  So I don't
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 1   think this --

 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Is that the way it's

 3   been for the last --

 4                  MARGARET MINOR:  I think initiating

 5   was there.

 6                  LORI MATHIEU:  Was it?

 7                  MARGARET MINOR:  But if there's

 8   some reference to the words "standard," or

 9   "uniform" -- I'll go look, but that's what was

10   reported to me.  And I just heard that it was

11   weakened and that's something the legislators were

12   interested in.  A little consistency was diluted,

13   weakened, removed at some point.

14                  So I guess I'll take a look at

15   that, that thing, that statute and let you all

16   know -- in case you don't know what's in there.

17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, Margaret, my

18   opinion, if you would like?  I think it would be

19   great if something passes.  I think just from the

20   health department's point of view to recognize the

21   fact that we have a comprehensive drought plan and

22   that we are responsible, and need to move things

23   forward I think is a good thing.

24                  MARGARET MINOR:  We don't have a

25   position on it one way or another.  I'd ask that
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 1   it be made more prescriptive and it require that

 2   something actually be done -- and that didn't fly,

 3   and we don't have a position on it.

 4                  I haven't seen the new language.  I

 5   doubt that, you know, it's not that strong to

 6   begin with.  So a little weaker may not make a

 7   difference, but you know, we'll take a look at it.

 8                  The WUCCs, I went to the western

 9   WUCC.  The WUCC period was closing right in the

10   middle of the advocacy and comment period for the

11   state water plan.  Coincidentally this reminds me

12   of a couple of years ago when MDC said that they

13   wanted to be sure that the WUCC plans were done

14   before the state water plan, and get those on the

15   books, and you accelerated the schedule.

16                  And as we kind of felt at the end

17   we have a water utility coordinating plan and we

18   don't have a state comprehensive water plan.  So I

19   was at the Western WUCC and one of my -- actually,

20   I like all the WUCCs -- and asked couldn't we have

21   an extension?  We haven't even had a chance.

22                  We've done some research.  There's

23   a very obvious question.  Some of the old

24   questions such as there is no designation or

25   definition in the statute for capital E-S-A as
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 1   opposed to small letter E-S-A which is an area

 2   exclusively served by one utility.  So there's

 3   some of those old legal questions.

 4                  I see in the field questions

 5   arising like, who gets to decide this?  And what

 6   criteria do they use?  And does the -- okay.  Does

 7   the owner have to pay for this well?  And if so,

 8   who owns it?  And various questions in the field

 9   like that.

10                  And also at the last WUCC one of

11   the most busy well diggers, a certified well

12   digger in our area came in.  It was the first time

13   he had been to a WUCC.  He said, I never heard of

14   this.  Someone said, I have to come here.  Why do

15   I have to come here?  What's that about?

16                  So my feeling in -- and my first

17   selectman says, did I do the right thing?  I

18   signed on, but did I do the right thing, and who's

19   our water suppler?  I said, I think Aquarion.

20                  So I really feel that the public

21   has not caught up with what's in there, and that

22   more comment is necessary.  They did say he was

23   going to extend the comment period to this Friday

24   if he could.

25                  Is Dave here?
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 1                  And he was going to talk to the

 2   other WUCC chairs so that there would be

 3   consistency.  So I guess he didn't.  If you're

 4   saying that WUCC comment period is closed -- and

 5   I've been telling people it's open until Friday.

 6                  We'll just send the comments here.

 7   You would love to get it.

 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  I would say that you

 9   can send comments in.  And if Dan -- my

10   understanding of the WUCC meetings that took place

11   in April was that the Western WUCC in particular

12   had quite the conversation about extension of the

13   comment period.

14                  And I believe that it was talked

15   about extending, but I haven't heard.  I don't

16   know.  David, I don't know if you have spoken to

17   Dan at all about that.

18                  DAVID RADKA:  No, we have not.

19                  DAVID MURPHY:  Which David?

20                  LORI MATHIEU:  David Radka, the one

21   I'm looking at.  And then David Murphy, I'll go to

22   you next.

23                  DAVID RADKA:  Yeah, I don't know if

24   Dave Murphy has any more insight, but we have not

25   discussed that among the chairs.  Considering the
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 1   comment period we were very pleased with the

 2   comments that we did receive, which were few, but

 3   participation has been very good by the public and

 4   by members.

 5                  And overall I would say that the

 6   WUCC process has been very valuable in aggregating

 7   data and doing a very thorough assessment of

 8   current conditions, projecting future needs and

 9   really help inform the state water plan in many,

10   many areas.

11                  And we're all committed to going

12   forward.  We're going to be electing new officers

13   at out next meeting and setting a regular meeting

14   schedule.  So we'll continue the process.

15                  LORI MATHIEU:  So Margaret, any

16   comments that you have, please send them to me.  I

17   would like to see your comments.  I'm not going to

18   stop you from commenting.  I want to hear your

19   comments.

20                  So please?

21                  MARGARET MINOR:  I mean, I thought

22   it was a fairly fair commitment.  I did understand

23   also that probably our comments wouldn't affect

24   anything, but we'll send them in anyway.

25                  LORI MATHIEU:  Please send them.
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 1                  MARGARET MINOR:  We'll send them

 2   anyway.  I think there's some very exciting things

 3   in the Western WUCCs and a couple of the others.

 4   The Western WUCC has an idea for, I would call it,

 5   a super interconnection cell.

 6                  I know that's something that people

 7   have been looking at and thinking about.  It might

 8   work out well.  It might be a good model for

 9   Connecticut.  It's completely unexamined.

10                  Is this the direction we want to go

11   in policy?  How will these cells work?  What are

12   the implications for the donor basin as opposed to

13   the receiving basins?  What are the security

14   implications when you have that many systems

15   interconnected, and what is the degree of

16   centralization?

17                  So there's lots -- even with ideas

18   that I think are very good and fleshed out, and a

19   lot of this stuff was done very quickly.  The

20   environmental -- there's no time.  The

21   environmental analyses are very thin, but even

22   with, you know, with the policy ideas that are

23   really good and interesting and worth looking at,

24   they're just kind of dropped there.

25                  So I would love to hear and learn
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 1   more and have -- and understand how much of the

 2   State's authority and ability to comment and the

 3   public ability's to interact has kind of been

 4   outsourced and would be in the WUCCs.

 5                  We had very light attendance at the

 6   Western WUCC last time, and frequently there's

 7   very light attendance.  I think the Central WUCC

 8   usually gets the most attendance, and I hope Donna

 9   Landerman is back because she's our smaller water

10   representative, and very good.  But she's been

11   sick, so she's missed a lot.

12                  So as you know, the WUCCs I think

13   are invaluable to get water companies together and

14   to discuss and plan and talk about possibilities.

15   The underlying law I find murky and how it's

16   supposed to be implemented, murky.

17                  What we were talking about was when

18   you get a good solution in the field, can you

19   scale that up?  Can you say, okay?  We decided on

20   this subdivision and that we're going to do it

21   this way, and it's a good decision?

22                  Okay.  Can you take whatever

23   criteria you used in that decision and scale it up

24   so that there's a criteria across the WUCCs, or

25   for all applications that's somewhat predictable
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 1   so you don't have well diggers coming in who said,

 2   I never heard of this.  What am I supposed to do,

 3   and who decides and how do you decide?  So those

 4   are my questions about WUCCs.

 5                  The water plan, as you know, it got

 6   off to a shaky start after the public hearing.

 7   People didn't seem to be together.  In the last

 8   couple of weeks people seem to be more together

 9   and there was quite a push by the environmental

10   advocates, and quite a push from others in other

11   directions.

12                  But in the last ten days, maybe, we

13   were working very well with Connecticut Water

14   Works Association to -- we didn't want to seem

15   unreasonable.  Our default position is passed as

16   is, so we get a water plan.  I don't think these

17   little tweaks, or even big tweaks are going to

18   make much of a difference.  They just hold it up.

19                  But I want to thank Maureen and

20   Betsey.  We had a long day yesterday.  We arrived

21   at language.  My understanding is it was

22   satisfactory to the water companies and to CCM, I

23   think, and COST.  Pretty much COST, because Betsey

24   is the executive director there -- or their

25   liaison.
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 1                  So about nine o'clock I went home.

 2   By 11:30, trouble, as you may know.  Jonathan had

 3   already written a letter for you that we were

 4   going to bring in, but no letter, no presentation

 5   for you.

 6                  The main problem seems to be that

 7   Eric Brown was quite upset that he didn't -- he is

 8   with CBIA.  That he didn't feel that other members

 9   of the coalition, like golf clubs and other people

10   had been properly represented.  I think Senator

11   Fasano then agreed with him.

12                  So negotiations continue, but my

13   guess is the clock has run out.  But our side has

14   told Betsey and Maureen, if there's anything we

15   can do to help -- I have often spoken to

16   Senator Fasano, very pleasant meetings, but I

17   can't think I've ever moved him of off a position.

18                  But you know, I'm willing to do

19   that.  I just think the clock has run out and it's

20   too late.  Maybe you see things in a different

21   way.  So that's my report on water planning.

22                  Is there somebody here that's going

23   to report on the Metropolitan Commission meeting

24   that they had this week?  No?

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Art is here.
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 1   Attorney Halloran is here.

 2                  MARGARET MINOR:  Good.  That's

 3   excellent.  They had a meeting, the purpose of

 4   which -- let's see if I get this right -- the

 5   purpose of which was to discuss whether to

 6   support -- whether to support MDC's position at

 7   that time that they were very nervous about

 8   references to the public trust in the proposed

 9   water plan, both the executive summary and the

10   plan.

11                  They wanted to test the sentiment

12   of their board which, I would say there were about

13   40 something people there.

14                  BART HALLORAN:  Yes.

15                  MARGARET MINOR:  About 40-some

16   people.  Very homogeneous -- as I'll mention,

17   Bart.  Forty-some people all of whom basically all

18   shared the same feeling that public trust language

19   was a kind of threat in one form or another to

20   some of the basic operations of water companies,

21   including registered diversions.

22                  I don't know if streamflow was

23   mentioned -- well, streamflow was mentioned.

24   Streamflow plans, and that it could really open up

25   litigation where, you know, one or two parties
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 1   could come forward and bring a suit and, say,

 2   challenge where a water company, where they wanted

 3   to sell water.

 4                  So that was the general discussion.

 5   The people who spoke were David Silverstone, who

 6   is the advocate for the consumers.  The customers

 7   however, I'm not sure he represented their

 8   position exactly, because he said he felt that it

 9   was inappropriate to link public trust to water

10   supply.

11                  But that nevertheless, he felt that

12   that shouldn't be regarded as a fatal flaw because

13   so much work had gone into the plan, and there was

14   so much good work that it would be nice if it

15   could be passed.

16                  And I think both Bart and Bill

17   DiBella mentioned that despite, I would say the

18   unanimous distaste for public trust language, that

19   they hoped there would be some compromise worked

20   out.  And that's one of the reasons that we did

21   work out a compromise with CWWA, but that has not

22   succeeded.

23                  So Bart, maybe you would like to

24   correct, enhance, embellish?

25                  BART HALLORAN:  If the Chair
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 1   wishes?

 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I would like that,

 3   please.  We would like that.

 4                  BART HALLORAN:  Thank you.  I am

 5   Bart Halloran, and I am the District Counsel of

 6   the Metropolitan District Commission.

 7                  And before I forget it, let me just

 8   mention on the -- because I was chair of the

 9   central WUCC along with David, and we did receive

10   quite a few suggestions in the public comment

11   period.  Some also from the Department of Public

12   Health and DEEP.

13                  And one in particular I would like

14   to bring to your attention, which was from DEEP

15   which suggested that as further information is

16   developed concerning stream flow regulations and

17   their impact, that it be considered by the WUCCs

18   and put into the plan, which we felt -- all I

19   think felt was a very good suggestion.

20                  The question is, how?  Because

21   we're coming to our last meeting.  We're losing

22   Milone & MacBroom after the last meeting.  So our

23   question back to the water planning group is, how

24   do you intend to do that?  We think that it should

25   be done, but we really don't have an answer for
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 1   you as to how to do it.

 2                  So clearly we put the information

 3   that we have now in on streamflow and the impact

 4   on safe yields into the WUCC document.  That will

 5   evolve as time goes along and the last thing we

 6   want is a document which is stale for everyone.

 7                  As water plans are developed, as

 8   people understand the exits as they integrate the

 9   drought plan, clearly that will evolve and that's

10   something that should be made -- should be

11   developed and delivered to the public.

12                  So that's my comment on WUCC.  But

13   as to the MDC --

14                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  May I ask a

15   question on that?

16                  BART HALLORAN:  Yeah, sure.

17                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Because I would

18   like to put DEEP's comment in some context.  And I

19   don't know how this is ended up being addressed in

20   the WUCC when all is said and done.

21                  My understanding is that our

22   comment was in response to a recommendation that

23   the water companies look at worst-case scenarios

24   for streamflow impact without any hard data.  And

25   our point was, it's really important to plan based
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 1   from a position of strength and knowledge after

 2   you've done that analysis.

 3                  So was the worst-case scenario

 4   built into the WUCC, and now you're suggesting

 5   that as the water suppliers go through their

 6   scenario and actually understand the impact, that

 7   it then be updated?

 8                  BART HALLORAN:  I can't say that it

 9   was a worst case or a best case, because there

10   were a lot of people who put in their plans.  So I

11   can't tell you exactly how they did it.

12                  The MDC did certain calculations

13   which would take more time than I have here to

14   explain how it was done.  And I'm not the right

15   one to explain it, anyway.

16                  So my point was only that as

17   information evolves and is developed it should be

18   included in the plans going forward.  This

19   shouldn't be a shot in time plan.  This should be

20   a constantly evolving plan with the best

21   information that we have.

22                  So to that, I think that we're all

23   in agreement.  So I really can't answer your

24   question any better than that, Betsey.

25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori?

 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, as far as

 3   implementation -- so forget about everything we

 4   did in the past for the WUCCs.  Forget about it.

 5   We had an old plan that sat on a shelf.  Some of

 6   them never got approved.  Today is a new day.

 7   This year is a new year.  This process is new.

 8   We've done this now statewide.

 9                  And Attorney Halloran, to your

10   point these are worth keeping up to date.  The law

11   requires a ten-year update.  There's nothing to

12   say that we couldn't do updates every year.  And

13   so I'm pushing my staff this morning -- as a

14   matter of fact, at this morning's meeting -- to

15   put together a team of people that would volunteer

16   to help keep that, those plans fresh.

17                  We don't have any more money.  We

18   have no more funding to keep MMI or somebody else

19   moving forward to help us, but I think together we

20   can come up with ideas to keep the plan up to date

21   and dynamic.

22                  Because you're right.  It is

23   dynamic.  We have to keep it up to date.  I think

24   we owe it to the WUCC process from 30 years ago.

25   We all spent an enormous amount of time, and thank
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 1   you for all your volunteering and attendance,

 2   everybody, who has gone to a WUCC meeting.  It has

 3   been a good process.

 4                  And yes, there there's good

 5   questions.  In any good process there's always

 6   questions.  That's fine.  You know, if it's

 7   meaningless then people don't have any comments.

 8                  When it's actually meaningful and

 9   impactful, people will have comments and that's

10   good.  So I'm glad to hear your comments,

11   Margaret, and that's why I want to hear more.

12                  So I agree.  We have to find a

13   way -- am I'm going to be trying to attend the

14   WUCC meetings in May to push this along because I

15   think implementation is really very important for

16   the WUCC process.  And to keep it up to date and

17   keep the information up to date and shareable with

18   the public I think is really important.

19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Anything else

20   on the --

21                  BART HALLORAN:  I was just going to

22   go into the MDC meeting briefly?

23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Sure.

24                  BART HALLORAN:  I think it is fair

25   to say that the MDC's position is that we very
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 1   much wanted the state water plan to be adopted.

 2   The holdup has been over concern about what

 3   exactly the insertion of the public trust

 4   ultimately means.

 5                  And concern was heightened,

 6   frankly, by many of the comments at the public

 7   hearing which seemed to suggest that at least some

 8   of the people felt that that meant that there

 9   would be an ability to object to water sales, and

10   might affect the registrations of water companies.

11                  Without -- and it's unfortunate

12   that this has come up at this late date and has

13   led to this type of confusion.  What we had hoped

14   would happen would be that we would have

15   definition as to what precisely we're talking

16   about when we're talking about public trust and

17   not just simply statements such as, it's been in

18   the statute for 30 years.  That isn't helpful

19   because people are interpreting that in different

20   ways.

21                  So we had tried.  We had suggested

22   language how to work it out.  Our representatives

23   met.  Margaret has accurately stated what has

24   happened, but it is beyond just our opinion.  We

25   have offered our opinion.  We tried to work
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 1   something out.  I don't know that it's going to be

 2   successful at this point, but the MDC's position

 3   is that the State needs a state water plan.

 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Attorney

 5   Halloran.  Thank you for all of your work with the

 6   state water plan and the WUCC.  We appreciate it

 7   very much.

 8                  MARGARET MINOR:  Can I just add --

 9   I forgot to mention that the speakers were Val

10   Rossetti, Tollie Miller, a gentleman's whose name

11   I forget, and I spoke.

12                  And MDC is very nice.  They allowed

13   speaking time in the beginning and then also

14   public speaking at the end which is very

15   considerate.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Margaret.

17   Any further public comment?

18                  Yes, Dave.

19                  DAVID RADKA:  David Radka,

20   Connecticut Water Company, and Cochair with Bart

21   of the Central WUCC.

22                  A couple points on the WUCC.

23   Betsey, to your question, at least in the central

24   WUCC and I believe in the others, when we looked

25   at the impact of streamflow we used the best
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 1   available data, because a number of utilities have

 2   already modeled it.  Some haven't.  And so we

 3   didn't a take worst case.  We didn't take the best

 4   case.  We took, again the best available data and

 5   sort of, you know, split the middle.  We tried to

 6   use what was reasonable as far as expectation with

 7   and understanding that the numbers would need to

 8   be refined as people come forward.

 9                  Also I want to point out one of the

10   issues that I believe Lori is well aware of that

11   we've spent probably a surprising amount of time

12   on within the WUCCs, that we ultimately probably

13   want to bring to this body, is the issue of

14   noncommunity water systems.  So it would be

15   non-transient and transient in non-communities.

16                  And they, by statute they do need

17   to come before a WUCC once it's been convened to

18   gain concurrence that they can form a new water

19   system.  And how we deal with that as a matter of

20   state policy is something that really needs to be

21   looked at in the future.

22                  We've gotten many instances where

23   you've got multiple systems going in across the

24   street from one another, next door to one another.

25   It gives DPH a great deal of heartburn -- I
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 1   believe it's fair to characterize it as that.

 2                  But the WUCCs also recognize that

 3   you can't force -- and we can't force these who

 4   are truly not really water companies to extend

 5   service and expect them to supply their neighbor,

 6   because it may be a convenience store and it may

 7   be an office building.  And so how you deal with

 8   that is, you know, something we should have a

 9   conversation about in the future.  And I think all

10   of the WUCCs have recognized that.

11                  With regard to drought and the

12   drought bill, the standardization concept was

13   removed and I think it was removed for good

14   reasons.  For that, Peter Gallant, when he was

15   here he articulated very well as to why trying to

16   force standardization of drought trigger and

17   things of that sort was problematic, that we

18   should have the flexibility to -- because every

19   system is unique and the response needs to be

20   unique.  So that was what was removed.

21                  And then lastly, I do want to note

22   for people who haven't seen it, there is a

23   northwest water conference coming up on the 18th.

24   And Margaret and/or Martha -- and Martha has done

25   a lot of the work on this.  She can speak to it,
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 1   but it is coming up quickly and we encourage

 2   people to attend.  It's being sponsored by Rivers

 3   Alliance.

 4                  MARGARET MINOR:  One of our

 5   featured speakers is our own Dan Lawrence -- and

 6   David and Len have an exciting presentation.  And

 7   this conference will focus maybe later sometime on

 8   water law, but this conference is going to focus

 9   on what's in the ground, what water is where,

10   where are there problems, how are they being dealt

11   with.  So that happens on May 18th in the Roxbury

12   Town Hall.

13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Beautiful Roxbury.

14                  MARGARET MINOR:  It is beautiful.

15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is.  Thank

16   you.

17                  BART HALLORAN:  Any questions?

18                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, we're just

19   seeing this for the first time.  So I hope we can

20   make it.

21                  BART HALLORAN:  I hope you can

22   also.  Thanks.  We were a little late in getting

23   it out.

24                  MARGARET MINOR:  Yes, and we had

25   not actually shown it to the agencies.  We saw
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 1   this.  We'd be glad to have you there, but there

 2   was so much agency policy stuff going on.  And in

 3   my town people don't even know where the water is.

 4   They don't know.

 5                  I belong to an indivisible group in

 6   Woodbury and people want to know, are their wells

 7   safe?  What is available?  We direct them to your

 8   website, but we thought of this as sort of the

 9   people with boots on out in the field.

10                  LORI MATHIEU:  We'll try to make

11   it.

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.

13   Thank you, David.

14                  Any other public comment?  Any

15   other public comment this afternoon?

16

17                     (No response.)

18

19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Anything further to

20   come before us?

21                  LORI MATHIEU:  I have somebody I

22   would like to introduce, if I have a moment?

23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Surely.

24                  LORI MATHIEU:  Orlando, how do you

25   pronounce your last name?  Velasco --
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 1                  ORLANDO VELASCO:  Velasco.

 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Orlando Velasco is

 3   our Department of Public Health, Health Equity

 4   Director.  And I would like to introduce Orlando

 5   to everyone here, and introduce yourself to him.

 6                  Orlando and I are talking a lot

 7   about how we can integrate health equity into the

 8   state water plan, and that now it's mentioned in

 9   section six of the plan -- that we hope moves

10   forward toward approval, how we can work closer

11   and work on health equity items.

12                  So Orlando, thank you for coming

13   today and we hope you continue to come back.  So

14   we're very excited to have you.

15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Welcome, Orlando.

16   Nice to have you with us this afternoon.

17                  Any other public comment?  Yes?

18                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  Your meeting moved

19   so fast, Chairman, that I didn't realize where you

20   were at.

21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Sometimes they move

22   fast.  Other times they don't.  Today it's moving

23   fast.

24                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  Good afternoon,

25   members of the Water Planning Council.  Paul
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 1   Zagorsky from New Britain.  I just have a few

 2   comments.  I know -- or I would hope a lot of

 3   people have submitted --

 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  I don't know if your

 5   mic is on.

 6                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  Good afternoon,

 7   members of the Water Planning Council.

 8                  Just briefly I would hope a lot of

 9   people -- and I think a lot of people have

10   submitted comments with respect to the large

11   study.  I appreciate the fact that I believe

12   there's going to be a site walk next week.

13                  A few comments that I have on this

14   is, just briefly, with respect to the study.  I

15   think there's some glaring omissions.  The fact

16   that Patent Brook well, which is 1.2

17   million gallons a day is not in the study.

18                  This was a picture taken November

19   2nd of 2017, and I think when they reference in

20   the study they reference a 2002 water plan.  And

21   they cite the fact that at the time it was leased

22   to the City of Southington.  So therefore we have

23   not included it as part of the City's,

24   essentially, water assets.

25                  However, in that 2002 water plan
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 1   study they go on to specifically state that while

 2   it was not included in the existing condition safe

 3   yield analysis, it was evaluated as part of

 4   potential future system improvement into the

 5   future safe yield calculations.  That was not done

 6   here.

 7                  I think if you're looking at

 8   numbers, 1.2 million gallons a day is a

 9   significant number.  That has been pumping -- it

10   had pumped in October.  The picture I have is in

11   November.  That is significant.

12                  With respect to the study I think,

13   you know, ecologically there's a lot missing from

14   that and I think an easy reference is, is DEEP had

15   actually put together a summary, Traprock Ridges,

16   a Connecticut Natural History and Land use.

17                  And this document spells out in

18   detail far greater than what Leonard has done with

19   respect to the environmental and ecological

20   systems that exist on traprock, specifically this

21   one in particular.

22                  And I would also note that -- and I

23   guess I would direct this to you, Lori, because I

24   had previously requested copies of the 2007 and

25   2009 water supply plans from the City before this
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 1   study came out, and I received them.  The 2007

 2   plan, I received 151 pages.  The 2009 plan, I

 3   received 73 pages.

 4                  Subsequent to this going out, it

 5   was my impression they had done a 2014 update and

 6   are in the process of doing a 2017 update.  And

 7   with respect to the 2004 update I just received

 8   it.  I received one page.  I received a table of

 9   contents and one page.

10                  And obviously those documents have

11   projections.  I would like to see whether those

12   projections, the numbers in terms of safe yield

13   population increases and things of that nature,

14   what they compare with as opposed to what they put

15   here.

16                  I question the fact that they were

17   so cooperative in giving me this information, and

18   when I cited those water plans and the statistics

19   in those water plans, specifically that we don't

20   need the projections in terms of population or

21   safe yield, that it's not -- they were not

22   forthcoming.  I may even file an FOI complaint on

23   that if I don't get response.

24                  I would also note -- and some of

25   these were issues that the CEQ had raised.  I
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 1   think there were some serious omissions with

 2   respect to this report.  One is the cost and the

 3   means of both treating and transmitting the new

 4   reservoir supply to distribution areas was not

 5   evaluated in any way, shape or form.

 6                  It's clear that -- and I'm not an

 7   expert, but I don't think flood skimming produces

 8   the most pristine water that's going to be drank,

 9   and it clearly needs -- is going to need

10   treatment.

11                  There was no estimate as to what

12   it's going to cost to pump it.  There's no

13   estimate as to the fact that New Britain is going

14   to have to do significant upgrades.  They

15   mentioned that, but they didn't say anything about

16   it.

17                  There was nothing talked about --

18   mitigation should be proposed to control potential

19   pollution sources.  There was nothing mentioned in

20   there about restoration of the site.  Tilcon is

21   planning on potentially quarrying a massive area.

22   Only a portion of that would be used for the

23   reservoir.

24                  There's nothing to indicate what

25   the restoration would be.  There's nothing to
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 1   describe post quarrying conditions and discuss use

 2   of -- protection of the new water supply.  There's

 3   clearly significant equipment chemicals that are

 4   being stored on Tilcon's property.  I assume that

 5   the equipment and chemicals are going to be stored

 6   on this new watershed that they want to blow up.

 7                  What are they doing to protect the

 8   watershed.  So there's no contamination or runoff

 9   or things with that, with respect to that?  So all

10   in all, I ask you take a close look at the

11   comments.

12                  There have been a number of people

13   who are extremely highly credentialed that are

14   speaking languages far above mine that have

15   submitted comments, and I thank you for your

16   willingness to listen, and take a site walk, and I

17   hope the weather is good.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I hope so, too.

19                  Thank you.

20                  Any other comments?  Yes?

21                  RAMON ESPONDA:  Thank you,

22   Chairman.  Good afternoon.

23                  I wasn't planning on coming, but

24   after hearing Attorney Sikorsky's comments I just

25   wanted to clarify the record.  We will receive
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 1   comments and we will answer all questions as they

 2   come to us.

 3                  We, again kept away from the study

 4   because we wanted to avoid any appearance of

 5   impropriety.  There are issues that he brought up

 6   that I can answer, but I think I should answer

 7   those in a formal document once I get everything

 8   in place.

 9                  We feel that we are moving forward

10   and we have tried to live up to the spirit and the

11   scope of the project, and that's what I have to

12   say.

13                  THE REPORTER:  Your name, sir?

14                  RAMON ESPONDA:  Ramon Esponda,

15   Acting Deputy Director of Public Works, City of

16   New Britain, Utilities Division.  It's getting too

17   long.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.

19                  Any further comment, or public

20   comment?

21

22                  (No response.)

23

24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, our next

25   meeting -- oh, before I adjourn I want to say
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 1   yesterday -- and unfortunately, I couldn't be

 2   there.  It was one of my favorite things to do at

 3   the State Capitol?  Guy Russo and his committee

 4   had water day at the State Capital.  Lori, you

 5   were there.  I think -- were you there, Betsey.

 6                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  No, I was not.

 7   I wasn't there.

 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  But do you want to

 9   say a little bit about it?

10                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Who's here

11   from CWWA?

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  They do a great job.

13                  LORI MATHIEU:  There's some people

14   from CWWA.  Yeah, it's wonderful.  Michael -- he

15   couldn't be there, but Michael Caron.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner Caron

17   representing us, yeah.

18                  LORI MATHIEU:  And CWWA does their

19   annual -- a wonderful event in the center of the

20   LOB, and hands out a number of scholarships to --

21   and I'll say this, kids, because they are kids.

22   My children's age -- that are going into studying

23   water.

24                  And whether they're in college or

25   they're just getting into college, and some
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 1   students were PhD students that were accepting

 2   their scholarship.  So it's great to have the

 3   reinvestment into, you know, the children that

 4   will be the next generation of us in this room.

 5   So it was wonderful.

 6                  Commissioner Raul R. Pino presented

 7   the education award as part of our National

 8   Drinking Water Week, which by the way, is next

 9   week.  And so our department does a huge effort to

10   celebrate that week.  That award is one of three

11   awards that we give out.

12                  The other award is to the small

13   town of Durham and all of their efforts over the

14   last three or four decades to get water to their

15   community that has been massively polluted in the

16   main street area of Durham.  And congratulations

17   to them and -- or Francis, to that award

18   recipient.

19                  And also to Middletown and working

20   with Middletown and having them offer their water

21   to Durham has been an extraordinary effort with us

22   working with DEEP, and Betsey and Pat Bowe who has

23   since retired has been a great, a collaborative

24   effort along with the EPA.

25                  Also the other award for drinking
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 1   water week is sort of escaping my mind at the

 2   moment.  Let's see.  Operator award to

 3   Middletown's Don Vizgo.  We give an operator award

 4   on an annual basis, and for their outstanding work

 5   and efforts for decades and their commitment to

 6   the business.

 7                  So Don Vizgo from -- he's a class

 8   four treatment plant and distribution operator for

 9   the City of Middletown.  So those are the three

10   awards that we give out, and to celebrate National

11   Drinking Water Week.

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.

13                  Congratulations everyone and kudos

14   to CWWA for making this event an annual one.  I

15   think it's a great event.  It's nice to see our

16   future engineers and future people in the water

17   business.

18                  So our next scheduled meeting will

19   be on June 5th, but I'm sure we will schedule a

20   special meeting before then to go over the Tilcon

21   plan, similar to the City of New Britain.  So we

22   will get that scheduled.

23                  If there's nothing else to come

24   before us, a motion to adjourn?

25                  LORI MATHIEU:  So moved.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Second.

 2                  All those in favor?

 3                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We are adjourned.

 5   Thank you all very much.  Thank you.

 6

 7                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings

 8   were concluded at 2:19 p.m.)

 9
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We call this
  


 2   meeting of the Water Planning Council to order.
  


 3   The first order of businesses is the approval of
  


 4   the April 3rd transcript, which I know has been
  


 5   e-mailed.
  


 6                  Thank you, Rob.
  


 7                  Motion to approve?
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Second.
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and
  


10   seconded that the transcript of the April 3rd
  


11   meeting be approved.  Questions?
  


12
  


13                     (No response.)
  


14
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, all those in
  


16   favor signify by saying, aye.
  


17                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcript is
  


19   approved.
  


20                  Correspondence received, I have
  


21   none, but we'll get down to the Tilcon report
  


22   later on when we talk about that, but let's get an
  


23   update on the state water plan.  As you all know,
  


24   the Water Planning Council was at the State
  


25   Capitol on April 17th and we made a presentation
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 1   to the committees of cognizance over the state
  


 2   water plan.
  


 3                  We were there, you know, Dave,
  


 4   Gloria and I, and Denise were there.  And we had
  


 5   about two hours of public comment and question and
  


 6   answer with the committees themselves, and we
  


 7   stayed until the end to hear public comment.  It
  


 8   was a very productive afternoon, I thought.
  


 9                  And right now we're waiting for the
  


10   committees to take action on the plan, and we have
  


11   fulfilled our statutory responsibility and we'll
  


12   see what happens.  A week from today the session
  


13   will be ended.  So hopefully within the next seven
  


14   days they'll be taking action on that.
  


15                  Who's on the phone with us, please?
  


16    Who's joining us on the phone?
  


17                  ELAINE SISTARE:  Good afternoon,
  


18   jack.  It's Elaine Sistare, CDM Smith.  How are
  


19   you?
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hi, Elaine.
  


21                  DAVID MURPHY:  David Murphy.  Hi.
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hi, David.  Anybody
  


23   else?
  


24                  (No response.)
  


25
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Does anybody have
  


 2   anything else to add?  Anything else to add,
  


 3   Betsey?
  


 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  No.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Water Planning
  


 6   Council advisory group report, nominating
  


 7   committee update and state water plan
  


 8   implementation.  Good afternoon.
  


 9                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.  We have a very
  


10   short report because it became clear we weren't
  


11   going to have a good turnout for the April 17th
  


12   meeting.  So we ended up canceling.
  


13                  But we do have our nominating
  


14   committee assembled.  They're going to meet, I
  


15   believe, on the 22nd.  They have their first
  


16   meeting.  And as far as implementation workgroup,
  


17   or the ad hoc planning committee to help define
  


18   that group, we have got about nine or ten
  


19   volunteers to participate.  And we're just waiting
  


20   for the dust to settle a little bit on the state
  


21   water plan before having our first meeting.
  


22                  And that's really all that's going
  


23   on.
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret, do you
  


25   have anything to add?
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 1                  MARGARET MINOR:  Do you want
  


 2   comments on the water plan, or legislation later?
  


 3   That's not part of the advisory group.  So I can
  


 4   comment later on the public comment.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That's fine.
  


 6                  MARGARET MINOR:  I'm finishing my
  


 7   biscuit here.  Very hungry.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If there's
  


 9   nothing else on Water Planning Council, move onto
  


10   new business.  Any funding update?
  


11                  DAVID KALAFA:  No.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Legislative update,
  


13   Lori do you want to talk about those bills?
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Well, Bill
  


15   5151 which is the bill to require small community
  


16   water systems to have an asset management plan, a
  


17   fiscal plan hydro tank assessment and a revision
  


18   as far as civil penalties law, I believe is moving
  


19   forward.
  


20                  Bill 5154, if people haven't seen
  


21   the language, it's talking about adoption of a
  


22   comprehensive state drought plan.  So there's some
  


23   new language there.
  


24                  And that's all I have to say.
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  David, any
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 1   legislative matters?
  


 2                  DAVID KALAFA:  No.
  


 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Under old business,
  


 4   the water engineering report, and comments
  


 5   regarding the environmental study, change of use
  


 6   of the New Britain Company land.
  


 7                  We are compiling comments on that.
  


 8   It was received on the 27th of February, so we
  


 9   have until the end of May.  But Dave do you want
  


10   to make a few comments on that?  I know that we're
  


11   coordinating that through OPM.
  


12                  DAVID KALAFA:  Yeah.  In fact, I
  


13   want to thank Bruce.  He's been diligently working
  


14   with all the agencies on the Council to pull
  


15   together and meld comments.
  


16                  Just that we're in the process of
  


17   doing that.  And so at this point we don't have
  


18   Water Planning Council comments to send to the
  


19   City of New Britain -- or shared it with anyone.
  


20   As soon as we do, we will do both.
  


21                  So we'll continue to work on them
  


22   and get them done before the end of May.
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And there will be a
  


24   special meeting of the Water Planning Council, a
  


25   site visit on May 8th.  And that's going to be at
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 1   ten o'clock.  And expect two and half hours of a
  


 2   walk, so bring your hiking shoes.  I know I cannot
  


 3   attend -- and I think you cannot attend.  It's the
  


 4   last day of --
  


 5                  DAVID KALAFA:  I probably won't be
  


 6   able to attend.
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  It's a busy, busy
  


 8   time for you.
  


 9                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And I will not
  


10   be able to attend, either.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So we don't
  


12   have to worry about a quorum.
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  I plan to be there.
  


14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Make sure you wear
  


15   your boots.
  


16                  LORI MATHIEU:  I want to wear my
  


17   high heels.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  High heels?  Okay.
  


19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Myself, and I think
  


20   Eric McPhee from my staff plan to attend.
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And I know Gail,
  


22   you're going.  Right?
  


23                  GAIL LUCCINA:  Yes.
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good.
  


25                  DAVID KALAFA:  I just would like a
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 1   picture of Lori in her high heels out there on the
  


 2   trail.
  


 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Please?
  


 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And DEEP will
  


 5   have staff there also.
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  And thank New
  


 7   Britain for working with us to get this
  


 8   coordinated.  We were going to go the week before
  


 9   last, but then of course we have the heavy rains.
  


10   So we had to postpone it.  And so now we've got
  


11   this schedule.
  


12                  So the WUCC update?
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  So the WUCC
  


14   continues on.  The public comment period for the
  


15   executive summary and integrated report is -- was
  


16   closed.  The consultants Milone & MacBroom are
  


17   working on revisions and, you know, addressing
  


18   comments.
  


19                  And WUCC meetings are in May, and I
  


20   think -- I know that David, you're going to be in
  


21   the audience.  So is this the last set of normal
  


22   WUCC meetings coming up in May?
  


23                  DAVID RADKA:  It will be yes, the
  


24   last meeting.
  


25                  DAVID MURPHY:  Well, I don't know
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 1   about normal.
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  David Radka and
  


 3   David Murphy.
  


 4                  Go ahead, David Murphy.
  


 5                  DAVID MURPHY:  The last set, the
  


 6   consultants is what this set is.
  


 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  Oh, you think you're
  


 8   done.  Huh?
  


 9                  Hmm.  Anyway.  Anyway, yeah.  So
  


10   that is coming to a close.  We convened the WUCC
  


11   two years ago on June 16th of 2016.  So it's a
  


12   two-year process producing four docket documents
  


13   for each one of the three WUCC areas.
  


14                  And so the WUCC meetings will
  


15   continue, and we will be working toward a combined
  


16   statewide plan that will pull together all of the
  


17   major concepts and recommendations from each one
  


18   of the three regions.  So that's the next effort
  


19   moving forward.
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Any questions for
  


21   Lori?
  


22
  


23                  (No response.)
  


24
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Now we will move
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 1   onto public comment.
  


 2                  We may be making history today, but
  


 3   go ahead.  Margaret, you wanted to give some
  


 4   public comment?
  


 5                  MARGARET MINOR:  Yeah.  Well, first
  


 6   of all Lori's things, 5151 did seem to get a
  


 7   little clearer, although I still find it
  


 8   confusing.  That's the small systems, but if
  


 9   everybody is satisfied with it, we just thought it
  


10   was, you know, we talked.
  


11                  The drought bill, you just said it
  


12   had some language.  What I heard, the report I got
  


13   was that it was weakened, and it was weakened by
  


14   removing some kind of reference to having uniform,
  


15   or mutually consistent or standard.  And I don't
  


16   know if it was triggers, or whatever.
  


17                  Do you have the new language?
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  Don't read the notes
  


19   there.
  


20                  MARGARET MINOR:  Okay.  Redacted.
  


21                  I can't read under my hand.  So
  


22   what is the new language?  Initiating?
  


23                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think so.  I'm not
  


24   up on the last version.  I don't know.
  


25                  MARGARET MINOR:  Okay.  So I don't
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 1   think this --
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Is that the way it's
  


 3   been for the last --
  


 4                  MARGARET MINOR:  I think initiating
  


 5   was there.
  


 6                  LORI MATHIEU:  Was it?
  


 7                  MARGARET MINOR:  But if there's
  


 8   some reference to the words "standard," or
  


 9   "uniform" -- I'll go look, but that's what was
  


10   reported to me.  And I just heard that it was
  


11   weakened and that's something the legislators were
  


12   interested in.  A little consistency was diluted,
  


13   weakened, removed at some point.
  


14                  So I guess I'll take a look at
  


15   that, that thing, that statute and let you all
  


16   know -- in case you don't know what's in there.
  


17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, Margaret, my
  


18   opinion, if you would like?  I think it would be
  


19   great if something passes.  I think just from the
  


20   health department's point of view to recognize the
  


21   fact that we have a comprehensive drought plan and
  


22   that we are responsible, and need to move things
  


23   forward I think is a good thing.
  


24                  MARGARET MINOR:  We don't have a
  


25   position on it one way or another.  I'd ask that
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 1   it be made more prescriptive and it require that
  


 2   something actually be done -- and that didn't fly,
  


 3   and we don't have a position on it.
  


 4                  I haven't seen the new language.  I
  


 5   doubt that, you know, it's not that strong to
  


 6   begin with.  So a little weaker may not make a
  


 7   difference, but you know, we'll take a look at it.
  


 8                  The WUCCs, I went to the western
  


 9   WUCC.  The WUCC period was closing right in the
  


10   middle of the advocacy and comment period for the
  


11   state water plan.  Coincidentally this reminds me
  


12   of a couple of years ago when MDC said that they
  


13   wanted to be sure that the WUCC plans were done
  


14   before the state water plan, and get those on the
  


15   books, and you accelerated the schedule.
  


16                  And as we kind of felt at the end
  


17   we have a water utility coordinating plan and we
  


18   don't have a state comprehensive water plan.  So I
  


19   was at the Western WUCC and one of my -- actually,
  


20   I like all the WUCCs -- and asked couldn't we have
  


21   an extension?  We haven't even had a chance.
  


22                  We've done some research.  There's
  


23   a very obvious question.  Some of the old
  


24   questions such as there is no designation or
  


25   definition in the statute for capital E-S-A as
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 1   opposed to small letter E-S-A which is an area
  


 2   exclusively served by one utility.  So there's
  


 3   some of those old legal questions.
  


 4                  I see in the field questions
  


 5   arising like, who gets to decide this?  And what
  


 6   criteria do they use?  And does the -- okay.  Does
  


 7   the owner have to pay for this well?  And if so,
  


 8   who owns it?  And various questions in the field
  


 9   like that.
  


10                  And also at the last WUCC one of
  


11   the most busy well diggers, a certified well
  


12   digger in our area came in.  It was the first time
  


13   he had been to a WUCC.  He said, I never heard of
  


14   this.  Someone said, I have to come here.  Why do
  


15   I have to come here?  What's that about?
  


16                  So my feeling in -- and my first
  


17   selectman says, did I do the right thing?  I
  


18   signed on, but did I do the right thing, and who's
  


19   our water suppler?  I said, I think Aquarion.
  


20                  So I really feel that the public
  


21   has not caught up with what's in there, and that
  


22   more comment is necessary.  They did say he was
  


23   going to extend the comment period to this Friday
  


24   if he could.
  


25                  Is Dave here?
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 1                  And he was going to talk to the
  


 2   other WUCC chairs so that there would be
  


 3   consistency.  So I guess he didn't.  If you're
  


 4   saying that WUCC comment period is closed -- and
  


 5   I've been telling people it's open until Friday.
  


 6                  We'll just send the comments here.
  


 7   You would love to get it.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  I would say that you
  


 9   can send comments in.  And if Dan -- my
  


10   understanding of the WUCC meetings that took place
  


11   in April was that the Western WUCC in particular
  


12   had quite the conversation about extension of the
  


13   comment period.
  


14                  And I believe that it was talked
  


15   about extending, but I haven't heard.  I don't
  


16   know.  David, I don't know if you have spoken to
  


17   Dan at all about that.
  


18                  DAVID RADKA:  No, we have not.
  


19                  DAVID MURPHY:  Which David?
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  David Radka, the one
  


21   I'm looking at.  And then David Murphy, I'll go to
  


22   you next.
  


23                  DAVID RADKA:  Yeah, I don't know if
  


24   Dave Murphy has any more insight, but we have not
  


25   discussed that among the chairs.  Considering the
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 1   comment period we were very pleased with the
  


 2   comments that we did receive, which were few, but
  


 3   participation has been very good by the public and
  


 4   by members.
  


 5                  And overall I would say that the
  


 6   WUCC process has been very valuable in aggregating
  


 7   data and doing a very thorough assessment of
  


 8   current conditions, projecting future needs and
  


 9   really help inform the state water plan in many,
  


10   many areas.
  


11                  And we're all committed to going
  


12   forward.  We're going to be electing new officers
  


13   at out next meeting and setting a regular meeting
  


14   schedule.  So we'll continue the process.
  


15                  LORI MATHIEU:  So Margaret, any
  


16   comments that you have, please send them to me.  I
  


17   would like to see your comments.  I'm not going to
  


18   stop you from commenting.  I want to hear your
  


19   comments.
  


20                  So please?
  


21                  MARGARET MINOR:  I mean, I thought
  


22   it was a fairly fair commitment.  I did understand
  


23   also that probably our comments wouldn't affect
  


24   anything, but we'll send them in anyway.
  


25                  LORI MATHIEU:  Please send them.
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 1                  MARGARET MINOR:  We'll send them
  


 2   anyway.  I think there's some very exciting things
  


 3   in the Western WUCCs and a couple of the others.
  


 4   The Western WUCC has an idea for, I would call it,
  


 5   a super interconnection cell.
  


 6                  I know that's something that people
  


 7   have been looking at and thinking about.  It might
  


 8   work out well.  It might be a good model for
  


 9   Connecticut.  It's completely unexamined.
  


10                  Is this the direction we want to go
  


11   in policy?  How will these cells work?  What are
  


12   the implications for the donor basin as opposed to
  


13   the receiving basins?  What are the security
  


14   implications when you have that many systems
  


15   interconnected, and what is the degree of
  


16   centralization?
  


17                  So there's lots -- even with ideas
  


18   that I think are very good and fleshed out, and a
  


19   lot of this stuff was done very quickly.  The
  


20   environmental -- there's no time.  The
  


21   environmental analyses are very thin, but even
  


22   with, you know, with the policy ideas that are
  


23   really good and interesting and worth looking at,
  


24   they're just kind of dropped there.
  


25                  So I would love to hear and learn
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 1   more and have -- and understand how much of the
  


 2   State's authority and ability to comment and the
  


 3   public ability's to interact has kind of been
  


 4   outsourced and would be in the WUCCs.
  


 5                  We had very light attendance at the
  


 6   Western WUCC last time, and frequently there's
  


 7   very light attendance.  I think the Central WUCC
  


 8   usually gets the most attendance, and I hope Donna
  


 9   Landerman is back because she's our smaller water
  


10   representative, and very good.  But she's been
  


11   sick, so she's missed a lot.
  


12                  So as you know, the WUCCs I think
  


13   are invaluable to get water companies together and
  


14   to discuss and plan and talk about possibilities.
  


15   The underlying law I find murky and how it's
  


16   supposed to be implemented, murky.
  


17                  What we were talking about was when
  


18   you get a good solution in the field, can you
  


19   scale that up?  Can you say, okay?  We decided on
  


20   this subdivision and that we're going to do it
  


21   this way, and it's a good decision?
  


22                  Okay.  Can you take whatever
  


23   criteria you used in that decision and scale it up
  


24   so that there's a criteria across the WUCCs, or
  


25   for all applications that's somewhat predictable
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 1   so you don't have well diggers coming in who said,
  


 2   I never heard of this.  What am I supposed to do,
  


 3   and who decides and how do you decide?  So those
  


 4   are my questions about WUCCs.
  


 5                  The water plan, as you know, it got
  


 6   off to a shaky start after the public hearing.
  


 7   People didn't seem to be together.  In the last
  


 8   couple of weeks people seem to be more together
  


 9   and there was quite a push by the environmental
  


10   advocates, and quite a push from others in other
  


11   directions.
  


12                  But in the last ten days, maybe, we
  


13   were working very well with Connecticut Water
  


14   Works Association to -- we didn't want to seem
  


15   unreasonable.  Our default position is passed as
  


16   is, so we get a water plan.  I don't think these
  


17   little tweaks, or even big tweaks are going to
  


18   make much of a difference.  They just hold it up.
  


19                  But I want to thank Maureen and
  


20   Betsey.  We had a long day yesterday.  We arrived
  


21   at language.  My understanding is it was
  


22   satisfactory to the water companies and to CCM, I
  


23   think, and COST.  Pretty much COST, because Betsey
  


24   is the executive director there -- or their
  


25   liaison.
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 1                  So about nine o'clock I went home.
  


 2   By 11:30, trouble, as you may know.  Jonathan had
  


 3   already written a letter for you that we were
  


 4   going to bring in, but no letter, no presentation
  


 5   for you.
  


 6                  The main problem seems to be that
  


 7   Eric Brown was quite upset that he didn't -- he is
  


 8   with CBIA.  That he didn't feel that other members
  


 9   of the coalition, like golf clubs and other people
  


10   had been properly represented.  I think Senator
  


11   Fasano then agreed with him.
  


12                  So negotiations continue, but my
  


13   guess is the clock has run out.  But our side has
  


14   told Betsey and Maureen, if there's anything we
  


15   can do to help -- I have often spoken to
  


16   Senator Fasano, very pleasant meetings, but I
  


17   can't think I've ever moved him of off a position.
  


18                  But you know, I'm willing to do
  


19   that.  I just think the clock has run out and it's
  


20   too late.  Maybe you see things in a different
  


21   way.  So that's my report on water planning.
  


22                  Is there somebody here that's going
  


23   to report on the Metropolitan Commission meeting
  


24   that they had this week?  No?
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Art is here.
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 1   Attorney Halloran is here.
  


 2                  MARGARET MINOR:  Good.  That's
  


 3   excellent.  They had a meeting, the purpose of
  


 4   which -- let's see if I get this right -- the
  


 5   purpose of which was to discuss whether to
  


 6   support -- whether to support MDC's position at
  


 7   that time that they were very nervous about
  


 8   references to the public trust in the proposed
  


 9   water plan, both the executive summary and the
  


10   plan.
  


11                  They wanted to test the sentiment
  


12   of their board which, I would say there were about
  


13   40 something people there.
  


14                  BART HALLORAN:  Yes.
  


15                  MARGARET MINOR:  About 40-some
  


16   people.  Very homogeneous -- as I'll mention,
  


17   Bart.  Forty-some people all of whom basically all
  


18   shared the same feeling that public trust language
  


19   was a kind of threat in one form or another to
  


20   some of the basic operations of water companies,
  


21   including registered diversions.
  


22                  I don't know if streamflow was
  


23   mentioned -- well, streamflow was mentioned.
  


24   Streamflow plans, and that it could really open up
  


25   litigation where, you know, one or two parties
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 1   could come forward and bring a suit and, say,
  


 2   challenge where a water company, where they wanted
  


 3   to sell water.
  


 4                  So that was the general discussion.
  


 5   The people who spoke were David Silverstone, who
  


 6   is the advocate for the consumers.  The customers
  


 7   however, I'm not sure he represented their
  


 8   position exactly, because he said he felt that it
  


 9   was inappropriate to link public trust to water
  


10   supply.
  


11                  But that nevertheless, he felt that
  


12   that shouldn't be regarded as a fatal flaw because
  


13   so much work had gone into the plan, and there was
  


14   so much good work that it would be nice if it
  


15   could be passed.
  


16                  And I think both Bart and Bill
  


17   DiBella mentioned that despite, I would say the
  


18   unanimous distaste for public trust language, that
  


19   they hoped there would be some compromise worked
  


20   out.  And that's one of the reasons that we did
  


21   work out a compromise with CWWA, but that has not
  


22   succeeded.
  


23                  So Bart, maybe you would like to
  


24   correct, enhance, embellish?
  


25                  BART HALLORAN:  If the Chair
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 1   wishes?
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I would like that,
  


 3   please.  We would like that.
  


 4                  BART HALLORAN:  Thank you.  I am
  


 5   Bart Halloran, and I am the District Counsel of
  


 6   the Metropolitan District Commission.
  


 7                  And before I forget it, let me just
  


 8   mention on the -- because I was chair of the
  


 9   central WUCC along with David, and we did receive
  


10   quite a few suggestions in the public comment
  


11   period.  Some also from the Department of Public
  


12   Health and DEEP.
  


13                  And one in particular I would like
  


14   to bring to your attention, which was from DEEP
  


15   which suggested that as further information is
  


16   developed concerning stream flow regulations and
  


17   their impact, that it be considered by the WUCCs
  


18   and put into the plan, which we felt -- all I
  


19   think felt was a very good suggestion.
  


20                  The question is, how?  Because
  


21   we're coming to our last meeting.  We're losing
  


22   Milone & MacBroom after the last meeting.  So our
  


23   question back to the water planning group is, how
  


24   do you intend to do that?  We think that it should
  


25   be done, but we really don't have an answer for
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 1   you as to how to do it.
  


 2                  So clearly we put the information
  


 3   that we have now in on streamflow and the impact
  


 4   on safe yields into the WUCC document.  That will
  


 5   evolve as time goes along and the last thing we
  


 6   want is a document which is stale for everyone.
  


 7                  As water plans are developed, as
  


 8   people understand the exits as they integrate the
  


 9   drought plan, clearly that will evolve and that's
  


10   something that should be made -- should be
  


11   developed and delivered to the public.
  


12                  So that's my comment on WUCC.  But
  


13   as to the MDC --
  


14                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  May I ask a
  


15   question on that?
  


16                  BART HALLORAN:  Yeah, sure.
  


17                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Because I would
  


18   like to put DEEP's comment in some context.  And I
  


19   don't know how this is ended up being addressed in
  


20   the WUCC when all is said and done.
  


21                  My understanding is that our
  


22   comment was in response to a recommendation that
  


23   the water companies look at worst-case scenarios
  


24   for streamflow impact without any hard data.  And
  


25   our point was, it's really important to plan based
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 1   from a position of strength and knowledge after
  


 2   you've done that analysis.
  


 3                  So was the worst-case scenario
  


 4   built into the WUCC, and now you're suggesting
  


 5   that as the water suppliers go through their
  


 6   scenario and actually understand the impact, that
  


 7   it then be updated?
  


 8                  BART HALLORAN:  I can't say that it
  


 9   was a worst case or a best case, because there
  


10   were a lot of people who put in their plans.  So I
  


11   can't tell you exactly how they did it.
  


12                  The MDC did certain calculations
  


13   which would take more time than I have here to
  


14   explain how it was done.  And I'm not the right
  


15   one to explain it, anyway.
  


16                  So my point was only that as
  


17   information evolves and is developed it should be
  


18   included in the plans going forward.  This
  


19   shouldn't be a shot in time plan.  This should be
  


20   a constantly evolving plan with the best
  


21   information that we have.
  


22                  So to that, I think that we're all
  


23   in agreement.  So I really can't answer your
  


24   question any better than that, Betsey.
  


25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori?
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, as far as
  


 3   implementation -- so forget about everything we
  


 4   did in the past for the WUCCs.  Forget about it.
  


 5   We had an old plan that sat on a shelf.  Some of
  


 6   them never got approved.  Today is a new day.
  


 7   This year is a new year.  This process is new.
  


 8   We've done this now statewide.
  


 9                  And Attorney Halloran, to your
  


10   point these are worth keeping up to date.  The law
  


11   requires a ten-year update.  There's nothing to
  


12   say that we couldn't do updates every year.  And
  


13   so I'm pushing my staff this morning -- as a
  


14   matter of fact, at this morning's meeting -- to
  


15   put together a team of people that would volunteer
  


16   to help keep that, those plans fresh.
  


17                  We don't have any more money.  We
  


18   have no more funding to keep MMI or somebody else
  


19   moving forward to help us, but I think together we
  


20   can come up with ideas to keep the plan up to date
  


21   and dynamic.
  


22                  Because you're right.  It is
  


23   dynamic.  We have to keep it up to date.  I think
  


24   we owe it to the WUCC process from 30 years ago.
  


25   We all spent an enormous amount of time, and thank
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 1   you for all your volunteering and attendance,
  


 2   everybody, who has gone to a WUCC meeting.  It has
  


 3   been a good process.
  


 4                  And yes, there there's good
  


 5   questions.  In any good process there's always
  


 6   questions.  That's fine.  You know, if it's
  


 7   meaningless then people don't have any comments.
  


 8                  When it's actually meaningful and
  


 9   impactful, people will have comments and that's
  


10   good.  So I'm glad to hear your comments,
  


11   Margaret, and that's why I want to hear more.
  


12                  So I agree.  We have to find a
  


13   way -- am I'm going to be trying to attend the
  


14   WUCC meetings in May to push this along because I
  


15   think implementation is really very important for
  


16   the WUCC process.  And to keep it up to date and
  


17   keep the information up to date and shareable with
  


18   the public I think is really important.
  


19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Anything else
  


20   on the --
  


21                  BART HALLORAN:  I was just going to
  


22   go into the MDC meeting briefly?
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Sure.
  


24                  BART HALLORAN:  I think it is fair
  


25   to say that the MDC's position is that we very
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 1   much wanted the state water plan to be adopted.
  


 2   The holdup has been over concern about what
  


 3   exactly the insertion of the public trust
  


 4   ultimately means.
  


 5                  And concern was heightened,
  


 6   frankly, by many of the comments at the public
  


 7   hearing which seemed to suggest that at least some
  


 8   of the people felt that that meant that there
  


 9   would be an ability to object to water sales, and
  


10   might affect the registrations of water companies.
  


11                  Without -- and it's unfortunate
  


12   that this has come up at this late date and has
  


13   led to this type of confusion.  What we had hoped
  


14   would happen would be that we would have
  


15   definition as to what precisely we're talking
  


16   about when we're talking about public trust and
  


17   not just simply statements such as, it's been in
  


18   the statute for 30 years.  That isn't helpful
  


19   because people are interpreting that in different
  


20   ways.
  


21                  So we had tried.  We had suggested
  


22   language how to work it out.  Our representatives
  


23   met.  Margaret has accurately stated what has
  


24   happened, but it is beyond just our opinion.  We
  


25   have offered our opinion.  We tried to work
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 1   something out.  I don't know that it's going to be
  


 2   successful at this point, but the MDC's position
  


 3   is that the State needs a state water plan.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Attorney
  


 5   Halloran.  Thank you for all of your work with the
  


 6   state water plan and the WUCC.  We appreciate it
  


 7   very much.
  


 8                  MARGARET MINOR:  Can I just add --
  


 9   I forgot to mention that the speakers were Val
  


10   Rossetti, Tollie Miller, a gentleman's whose name
  


11   I forget, and I spoke.
  


12                  And MDC is very nice.  They allowed
  


13   speaking time in the beginning and then also
  


14   public speaking at the end which is very
  


15   considerate.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Margaret.
  


17   Any further public comment?
  


18                  Yes, Dave.
  


19                  DAVID RADKA:  David Radka,
  


20   Connecticut Water Company, and Cochair with Bart
  


21   of the Central WUCC.
  


22                  A couple points on the WUCC.
  


23   Betsey, to your question, at least in the central
  


24   WUCC and I believe in the others, when we looked
  


25   at the impact of streamflow we used the best
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 1   available data, because a number of utilities have
  


 2   already modeled it.  Some haven't.  And so we
  


 3   didn't a take worst case.  We didn't take the best
  


 4   case.  We took, again the best available data and
  


 5   sort of, you know, split the middle.  We tried to
  


 6   use what was reasonable as far as expectation with
  


 7   and understanding that the numbers would need to
  


 8   be refined as people come forward.
  


 9                  Also I want to point out one of the
  


10   issues that I believe Lori is well aware of that
  


11   we've spent probably a surprising amount of time
  


12   on within the WUCCs, that we ultimately probably
  


13   want to bring to this body, is the issue of
  


14   noncommunity water systems.  So it would be
  


15   non-transient and transient in non-communities.
  


16                  And they, by statute they do need
  


17   to come before a WUCC once it's been convened to
  


18   gain concurrence that they can form a new water
  


19   system.  And how we deal with that as a matter of
  


20   state policy is something that really needs to be
  


21   looked at in the future.
  


22                  We've gotten many instances where
  


23   you've got multiple systems going in across the
  


24   street from one another, next door to one another.
  


25   It gives DPH a great deal of heartburn -- I
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 1   believe it's fair to characterize it as that.
  


 2                  But the WUCCs also recognize that
  


 3   you can't force -- and we can't force these who
  


 4   are truly not really water companies to extend
  


 5   service and expect them to supply their neighbor,
  


 6   because it may be a convenience store and it may
  


 7   be an office building.  And so how you deal with
  


 8   that is, you know, something we should have a
  


 9   conversation about in the future.  And I think all
  


10   of the WUCCs have recognized that.
  


11                  With regard to drought and the
  


12   drought bill, the standardization concept was
  


13   removed and I think it was removed for good
  


14   reasons.  For that, Peter Gallant, when he was
  


15   here he articulated very well as to why trying to
  


16   force standardization of drought trigger and
  


17   things of that sort was problematic, that we
  


18   should have the flexibility to -- because every
  


19   system is unique and the response needs to be
  


20   unique.  So that was what was removed.
  


21                  And then lastly, I do want to note
  


22   for people who haven't seen it, there is a
  


23   northwest water conference coming up on the 18th.
  


24   And Margaret and/or Martha -- and Martha has done
  


25   a lot of the work on this.  She can speak to it,
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 1   but it is coming up quickly and we encourage
  


 2   people to attend.  It's being sponsored by Rivers
  


 3   Alliance.
  


 4                  MARGARET MINOR:  One of our
  


 5   featured speakers is our own Dan Lawrence -- and
  


 6   David and Len have an exciting presentation.  And
  


 7   this conference will focus maybe later sometime on
  


 8   water law, but this conference is going to focus
  


 9   on what's in the ground, what water is where,
  


10   where are there problems, how are they being dealt
  


11   with.  So that happens on May 18th in the Roxbury
  


12   Town Hall.
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Beautiful Roxbury.
  


14                  MARGARET MINOR:  It is beautiful.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is.  Thank
  


16   you.
  


17                  BART HALLORAN:  Any questions?
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, we're just
  


19   seeing this for the first time.  So I hope we can
  


20   make it.
  


21                  BART HALLORAN:  I hope you can
  


22   also.  Thanks.  We were a little late in getting
  


23   it out.
  


24                  MARGARET MINOR:  Yes, and we had
  


25   not actually shown it to the agencies.  We saw
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 1   this.  We'd be glad to have you there, but there
  


 2   was so much agency policy stuff going on.  And in
  


 3   my town people don't even know where the water is.
  


 4   They don't know.
  


 5                  I belong to an indivisible group in
  


 6   Woodbury and people want to know, are their wells
  


 7   safe?  What is available?  We direct them to your
  


 8   website, but we thought of this as sort of the
  


 9   people with boots on out in the field.
  


10                  LORI MATHIEU:  We'll try to make
  


11   it.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
  


13   Thank you, David.
  


14                  Any other public comment?  Any
  


15   other public comment this afternoon?
  


16
  


17                     (No response.)
  


18
  


19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Anything further to
  


20   come before us?
  


21                  LORI MATHIEU:  I have somebody I
  


22   would like to introduce, if I have a moment?
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Surely.
  


24                  LORI MATHIEU:  Orlando, how do you
  


25   pronounce your last name?  Velasco --
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 1                  ORLANDO VELASCO:  Velasco.
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  Orlando Velasco is
  


 3   our Department of Public Health, Health Equity
  


 4   Director.  And I would like to introduce Orlando
  


 5   to everyone here, and introduce yourself to him.
  


 6                  Orlando and I are talking a lot
  


 7   about how we can integrate health equity into the
  


 8   state water plan, and that now it's mentioned in
  


 9   section six of the plan -- that we hope moves
  


10   forward toward approval, how we can work closer
  


11   and work on health equity items.
  


12                  So Orlando, thank you for coming
  


13   today and we hope you continue to come back.  So
  


14   we're very excited to have you.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Welcome, Orlando.
  


16   Nice to have you with us this afternoon.
  


17                  Any other public comment?  Yes?
  


18                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  Your meeting moved
  


19   so fast, Chairman, that I didn't realize where you
  


20   were at.
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Sometimes they move
  


22   fast.  Other times they don't.  Today it's moving
  


23   fast.
  


24                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  Good afternoon,
  


25   members of the Water Planning Council.  Paul
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 1   Zagorsky from New Britain.  I just have a few
  


 2   comments.  I know -- or I would hope a lot of
  


 3   people have submitted --
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  I don't know if your
  


 5   mic is on.
  


 6                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  Good afternoon,
  


 7   members of the Water Planning Council.
  


 8                  Just briefly I would hope a lot of
  


 9   people -- and I think a lot of people have
  


10   submitted comments with respect to the large
  


11   study.  I appreciate the fact that I believe
  


12   there's going to be a site walk next week.
  


13                  A few comments that I have on this
  


14   is, just briefly, with respect to the study.  I
  


15   think there's some glaring omissions.  The fact
  


16   that Patent Brook well, which is 1.2
  


17   million gallons a day is not in the study.
  


18                  This was a picture taken November
  


19   2nd of 2017, and I think when they reference in
  


20   the study they reference a 2002 water plan.  And
  


21   they cite the fact that at the time it was leased
  


22   to the City of Southington.  So therefore we have
  


23   not included it as part of the City's,
  


24   essentially, water assets.
  


25                  However, in that 2002 water plan
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 1   study they go on to specifically state that while
  


 2   it was not included in the existing condition safe
  


 3   yield analysis, it was evaluated as part of
  


 4   potential future system improvement into the
  


 5   future safe yield calculations.  That was not done
  


 6   here.
  


 7                  I think if you're looking at
  


 8   numbers, 1.2 million gallons a day is a
  


 9   significant number.  That has been pumping -- it
  


10   had pumped in October.  The picture I have is in
  


11   November.  That is significant.
  


12                  With respect to the study I think,
  


13   you know, ecologically there's a lot missing from
  


14   that and I think an easy reference is, is DEEP had
  


15   actually put together a summary, Traprock Ridges,
  


16   a Connecticut Natural History and Land use.
  


17                  And this document spells out in
  


18   detail far greater than what Leonard has done with
  


19   respect to the environmental and ecological
  


20   systems that exist on traprock, specifically this
  


21   one in particular.
  


22                  And I would also note that -- and I
  


23   guess I would direct this to you, Lori, because I
  


24   had previously requested copies of the 2007 and
  


25   2009 water supply plans from the City before this
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 1   study came out, and I received them.  The 2007
  


 2   plan, I received 151 pages.  The 2009 plan, I
  


 3   received 73 pages.
  


 4                  Subsequent to this going out, it
  


 5   was my impression they had done a 2014 update and
  


 6   are in the process of doing a 2017 update.  And
  


 7   with respect to the 2004 update I just received
  


 8   it.  I received one page.  I received a table of
  


 9   contents and one page.
  


10                  And obviously those documents have
  


11   projections.  I would like to see whether those
  


12   projections, the numbers in terms of safe yield
  


13   population increases and things of that nature,
  


14   what they compare with as opposed to what they put
  


15   here.
  


16                  I question the fact that they were
  


17   so cooperative in giving me this information, and
  


18   when I cited those water plans and the statistics
  


19   in those water plans, specifically that we don't
  


20   need the projections in terms of population or
  


21   safe yield, that it's not -- they were not
  


22   forthcoming.  I may even file an FOI complaint on
  


23   that if I don't get response.
  


24                  I would also note -- and some of
  


25   these were issues that the CEQ had raised.  I
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 1   think there were some serious omissions with
  


 2   respect to this report.  One is the cost and the
  


 3   means of both treating and transmitting the new
  


 4   reservoir supply to distribution areas was not
  


 5   evaluated in any way, shape or form.
  


 6                  It's clear that -- and I'm not an
  


 7   expert, but I don't think flood skimming produces
  


 8   the most pristine water that's going to be drank,
  


 9   and it clearly needs -- is going to need
  


10   treatment.
  


11                  There was no estimate as to what
  


12   it's going to cost to pump it.  There's no
  


13   estimate as to the fact that New Britain is going
  


14   to have to do significant upgrades.  They
  


15   mentioned that, but they didn't say anything about
  


16   it.
  


17                  There was nothing talked about --
  


18   mitigation should be proposed to control potential
  


19   pollution sources.  There was nothing mentioned in
  


20   there about restoration of the site.  Tilcon is
  


21   planning on potentially quarrying a massive area.
  


22   Only a portion of that would be used for the
  


23   reservoir.
  


24                  There's nothing to indicate what
  


25   the restoration would be.  There's nothing to
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 1   describe post quarrying conditions and discuss use
  


 2   of -- protection of the new water supply.  There's
  


 3   clearly significant equipment chemicals that are
  


 4   being stored on Tilcon's property.  I assume that
  


 5   the equipment and chemicals are going to be stored
  


 6   on this new watershed that they want to blow up.
  


 7                  What are they doing to protect the
  


 8   watershed.  So there's no contamination or runoff
  


 9   or things with that, with respect to that?  So all
  


10   in all, I ask you take a close look at the
  


11   comments.
  


12                  There have been a number of people
  


13   who are extremely highly credentialed that are
  


14   speaking languages far above mine that have
  


15   submitted comments, and I thank you for your
  


16   willingness to listen, and take a site walk, and I
  


17   hope the weather is good.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I hope so, too.
  


19                  Thank you.
  


20                  Any other comments?  Yes?
  


21                  RAMON ESPONDA:  Thank you,
  


22   Chairman.  Good afternoon.
  


23                  I wasn't planning on coming, but
  


24   after hearing Attorney Sikorsky's comments I just
  


25   wanted to clarify the record.  We will receive
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 1   comments and we will answer all questions as they
  


 2   come to us.
  


 3                  We, again kept away from the study
  


 4   because we wanted to avoid any appearance of
  


 5   impropriety.  There are issues that he brought up
  


 6   that I can answer, but I think I should answer
  


 7   those in a formal document once I get everything
  


 8   in place.
  


 9                  We feel that we are moving forward
  


10   and we have tried to live up to the spirit and the
  


11   scope of the project, and that's what I have to
  


12   say.
  


13                  THE REPORTER:  Your name, sir?
  


14                  RAMON ESPONDA:  Ramon Esponda,
  


15   Acting Deputy Director of Public Works, City of
  


16   New Britain, Utilities Division.  It's getting too
  


17   long.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
  


19                  Any further comment, or public
  


20   comment?
  


21
  


22                  (No response.)
  


23
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, our next
  


25   meeting -- oh, before I adjourn I want to say
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 1   yesterday -- and unfortunately, I couldn't be
  


 2   there.  It was one of my favorite things to do at
  


 3   the State Capitol?  Guy Russo and his committee
  


 4   had water day at the State Capital.  Lori, you
  


 5   were there.  I think -- were you there, Betsey.
  


 6                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  No, I was not.
  


 7   I wasn't there.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  But do you want to
  


 9   say a little bit about it?
  


10                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Who's here
  


11   from CWWA?
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  They do a great job.
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  There's some people
  


14   from CWWA.  Yeah, it's wonderful.  Michael -- he
  


15   couldn't be there, but Michael Caron.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner Caron
  


17   representing us, yeah.
  


18                  LORI MATHIEU:  And CWWA does their
  


19   annual -- a wonderful event in the center of the
  


20   LOB, and hands out a number of scholarships to --
  


21   and I'll say this, kids, because they are kids.
  


22   My children's age -- that are going into studying
  


23   water.
  


24                  And whether they're in college or
  


25   they're just getting into college, and some
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 1   students were PhD students that were accepting
  


 2   their scholarship.  So it's great to have the
  


 3   reinvestment into, you know, the children that
  


 4   will be the next generation of us in this room.
  


 5   So it was wonderful.
  


 6                  Commissioner Raul R. Pino presented
  


 7   the education award as part of our National
  


 8   Drinking Water Week, which by the way, is next
  


 9   week.  And so our department does a huge effort to
  


10   celebrate that week.  That award is one of three
  


11   awards that we give out.
  


12                  The other award is to the small
  


13   town of Durham and all of their efforts over the
  


14   last three or four decades to get water to their
  


15   community that has been massively polluted in the
  


16   main street area of Durham.  And congratulations
  


17   to them and -- or Francis, to that award
  


18   recipient.
  


19                  And also to Middletown and working
  


20   with Middletown and having them offer their water
  


21   to Durham has been an extraordinary effort with us
  


22   working with DEEP, and Betsey and Pat Bowe who has
  


23   since retired has been a great, a collaborative
  


24   effort along with the EPA.
  


25                  Also the other award for drinking
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 1   water week is sort of escaping my mind at the
  


 2   moment.  Let's see.  Operator award to
  


 3   Middletown's Don Vizgo.  We give an operator award
  


 4   on an annual basis, and for their outstanding work
  


 5   and efforts for decades and their commitment to
  


 6   the business.
  


 7                  So Don Vizgo from -- he's a class
  


 8   four treatment plant and distribution operator for
  


 9   the City of Middletown.  So those are the three
  


10   awards that we give out, and to celebrate National
  


11   Drinking Water Week.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
  


13                  Congratulations everyone and kudos
  


14   to CWWA for making this event an annual one.  I
  


15   think it's a great event.  It's nice to see our
  


16   future engineers and future people in the water
  


17   business.
  


18                  So our next scheduled meeting will
  


19   be on June 5th, but I'm sure we will schedule a
  


20   special meeting before then to go over the Tilcon
  


21   plan, similar to the City of New Britain.  So we
  


22   will get that scheduled.
  


23                  If there's nothing else to come
  


24   before us, a motion to adjourn?
  


25                  LORI MATHIEU:  So moved.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Second.
  


 2                  All those in favor?
  


 3                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We are adjourned.
  


 5   Thank you all very much.  Thank you.
  


 6
  


 7                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings
  


 8   were concluded at 2:19 p.m.)
  


 9
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